
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

 After analyzing the data, the writer concluded that : 

1. The meaning of the slang words used by the characters  in 22 Jump Street 

Movie are mostly the contextual meaning. 

2. The kind of slang that mostly used by the characters is Slang Used in America 

Television Program due to this kind of slang covers more words than other 

kinds, followed by Abbreviate Words and the last is various in slang. 

3. The reason of using slang in 22 Jump Street Movie mostly is to reduce 

seriousness of conversation, this is based on Partridge’s theory about the 

reason of using slang. Reducing serious on the conversation actually 

predictable since this is a comedy movie in which there are a lot jokes to be 

used. 

B. Suggestions 

1. The slang words are inappropriate word because it usually gives rude meaning 

but it is commonly used in America. So, the readers particularly students 

needed to know about the meaning of the slang language they usually use, 

because today, specially teenagers, they take anything for granted, without 

knowing the meaning they use the slang word to express their thoughts, 
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making status on social media and etc. It is important for giving the readers a 

clear explanation so that the readers would not make mistakes in 

understanding the meaning of those slang word. 

2. The writer suggests that studying about slang is very interesting, so they must 

master the topic they want to discuss and other researchers should enjoy in the 

search of materials they need to analyze slang. 

3. This thesis could be an additional material for other researchers who are 

interested in studying Non-Standard English especially slang and what are the 

reason of using it from Partridge ( 1979) and also kinds of those slang 

language from Burke (2001) 

 

 

 


